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In the Natter

of:

THE EPFECTS OP THE PEDERAL TAX
REPORN ACT OP 1986 ON THE RATES OF
ALLTEL KENTUCKY'NC.

0
on

December

ll,

R

D

E

)
CASE NO.

)

)

9796

R

established this case
the effects of the Tax Reform Act

1986, the commission

of determining
of 1986 ("Tax Reform Act") on the rates of ALLTEL Kentucky, Inc.,
("ALLTEL"). The order initially establishing
these proceedings
to all utilities with -revenues i5~cess- of
was directed
The Commission
million.
limited its investigations
to the major
utilities since the impact on smaller privately owned utilities
was relatively
insignificant.
After a review of the initial
filings, the Commission disposed of a number of cases due to the
minimal
and
the extent of the commission's
on rates
impact
regulation of certain competitive telecommunications
utilities.
At this
remain
under
time, 15 utilities
the purview of this
for the purpose

examination.
On

exhibits

February

17, 1987,

in response

ALLTEL

filed

to the Commission's

testimony

Order

which

and

other

reflected a

of $ 266,088 based on the 34
percent federal tax rate. As a result of the findings and determinations
herein, the revenues of ALLTEL will be decreased by
The overall reduction in revenue requirements
$ 282, 125 annually.

decrease

in

revenue

requirements

for the 15 utilities subject to these proceedings is in excess of
$ 75 million.
were filed by the Utility and Rate
Notions to intervene
Intervention Division of the office of the Attorney General ("AG")
("URC"). All motions
and Utility Rate Cutters of Kentucky, Inc.
to intervene were granted by the Commission.
COMMENTARY

In

its

order of December

ll,

1986, the commission

the opinion that the focus of thi.s proceeding
the effects of the Tax Reform Act in rates.

should

be

expressed

reflecting

Thus, the commission

to be: (1)
the amount of the revenue change required due to the
determining
the appropriate date of any rate
Tax Reform Actg (2) determining
rate
the revenue
among
change
and
change;
(3) distributing
schedules.
The Commission required that a 12-month period ending no more
than 90 days from December ll, 1986, the date of the Order establishing this case, should be used to determine the effects of the
has accepted
ALLTEL proposed and the Commission
Tax Reform Act.
the 12-month period ending December 31, 1986, as the test period
for determining the reasonableness of the proposed rates.

considered

the

three

primary

issues

PROCEDURAL

Sinqle-Issue

in this

matter

ISSUES

Approach

proceedings, there have been ob)ections to
the methodology used by the Commission in determining the reasonableness of each utility's rates subsequent to the Tax Reform Act.
Certain utilities have characterized the Commission's actions as
Throughout

these

"single-issue" rate-making.
Implicit in their objections is the
notion that single-issue rate-making is contrary to law. 1
This notion was rebutted by, among others, Kentucky Utilities
("KU").
In his
counsel for KU stated that
recognized that there was
the tax changes. 3 In its
Company

its

opening

in

argument,

Case

No.

9780$

this proceeding is soundly based. KU
good reason to focus the proceeding on
post-hearing brief, KU further stated

that retaining the
savings resulting from tax reform was not a proper way for KU to
improve
its earnings and indicated that a focused proceeding,
expeditiously passing the tax savings to ratepayers, was reasonable as long as KU was permitted to maintain its test-period rate
of return.
Those complaining
of single-issue rate adjustments overlook
the Commission's long established practice of adjusting rates for
fuel cost charges through Fuel Adjustment
Clause ("FAC") and
Each of
Clause {"PGA") proceedi,ngs.
purchased
Gas Adjustment
these involves setting rates solely on the changes of the cost of
coal or natural gas.

l
2

agreement

with

the Commission's

Other states have upheld single-issue rate-making proceedings,
sea for example, Consumers Power Company v. Michigan Public
Sarvk.ce Commiaaian, W(eh. hpp., 237 NW 2R 189 (1975) .
Case No.

9780,

The

Effects of the Federal

1986 on the Rates of Kentucky

3

position

Transcript,
Brief for KU, filed
Hearing

Nay

Nay

Utilities

Tax Reform

Company.

4, 1987, page 9.
22, 1987, page 4.

Act of

the propriety of single-issue
howrate-making,
ever, it must be pointed out that from the outset these cases have
never been limited to a single issue.
The order of December ll,
Apart

from

1986, did indicate that the Tax Reform Act was the f'ocus of these
investigations.
However, it stated at page 2:

If,

aside from the

Act, a utility

Tax Reform

feels

its rates are insufficient, it has the discretion
by statute to f ile a full rate case with the Commission.
this case the Commission is in no way proBy initiating
hibiting or restricting any utility from filing a rate
that

case encompassing
proceeding.

This Order

was

clarified

on

Effects of the Federal

9799,

The

Rates

of continental

Order

all rate-making

Telephone

issues

in a separate

21, 1987, in Case No.
Reform Act of 1986 on the

January
Tax

company

("continenta1").

That

states:
of the breadth of this investigation and
of parties involved, it is necessary to
into a consistent, wellcategorize some information
the
defined
That
in
scope.
scope is explained
December ll, 1986, Order.
The information
as it relates
to the specific changes occasioned by the Tax Reform Act
be filed
should
as the December
11, 1986, Order
The expected effects of those changes on
requires.
rates should be filed as well.
Simply because the
Commission
deems
certain information
and
necessary,
deems it necessary to be filed in a particular
format
does not preclude the filing of other information
a
party believes is pertinent.
the

Because

number

For these reasons, the Commission
(1) All parties shall comply with

ORDERS

that:

the December

ll,

1986, Order;
(2) Any party may file any additional information
it deems relevant;
(3) Any party may file alternative proposals for
the resolution of this investigation.
Thus, there is not, nor has there been, any limitation on any
party filing additional information up to and including an ad)ustThe Commission focused its attention primarily
ment of all rates.

on

the

impact of

of the potentially extraordinary
the finances and rates of utilities.

Act because

Reform

Tax

this act

on

taxes are in one sense an assessment by the
federal government on the utilities for their proportionate share
of the federal government's
Under
budget.
accepted regulatory
rate-making practices, these federal income taxes are included as
pact of a utility's expenses that are used to establish rates.
Thus, through the rate-making process, the utility can be thought
of as a collection agent for federal taxes and a conduit through
which federal taxes are transferred
from ratepayers to the federal
government.
Because the Tax Reform Act represents such a historic
change in federal tax policy, the Commission determined
that it
was in the best interests
of all concerned--utilities
and rateFederal

payers

income

alike--to reflect these tax

changes

rates

in each company's

as expeditiously as possible.
For that reason, the initial concern was the reduction of the corporate tax rate from 46 percent

to

34 percent

and

other relatively
Federal

changes

in

the

December

ll,

1986, Order:

First, it

would

Tax

minor

Code.

be extremely

adjustments
As

we

caused by the

explained

cumbersome

and

i.n

expen-

sive foc the commission to simultaneously
initiate rate
cases covering all utilities affected by this Order.
Many utilities
may not wish to incur the time-consuming
and expensive task of preparing
a complete rate case at
this time.
A
that recognizes only the
pcoceeding
effects of the Tax Reform Act would minimize the time
and expense of both the Commission and the utilities.
Secondly, the Commission does not view retaining
the savings that result from tax reform as a proper way
for a utility to improve its earnings.
Likewise, if the
Tax Reform Act should
result in major cost increases,
these costs should be recognized in rates expeditious-

ly'

~ ~

our

Finally,

majar utility,
can be pooled
Reform Act are

effort to fairly reflect only the effects af the Tax
in the companies'ates,
the Commission, to the extent

In an
Reform

initiating
limited cases for every
the expertise of all interested parties
to assure that all aspects of the Tax
fairly reflected in utility rates.

by

Act

possible, and with the acguiescence of the companies, narrowed tie
scope of the analysis.
All quantifiable
aspects of the revenue
effects of the Tax Reform Act have been considered,
requirement
and therefore the rate adjustments
ordered herein should have no

effect
In

change

utility

the

on

utility's

summary,

the

earnings.
Tax

Reform

in tax law that substantially

service.

The

primary

is a unique and historic
affects the cost of providing

Act

considerations

in narrowing

the

these proceedings
were
that: (1) the cost change
generated by the Tax Reform Act was clearly beyond the control of
the utility; (2} the cost change generated by the Tax Reform Act
affected all major privately owned utilities in a similar manner;
(3} the cost change generated by the Tax Reform Act had a major
impact on the cost af service af utilitiesg
and, (4) the cost
scope

of

generated
by
specified date which

change

the
was

Tax

Reform

scheduled

Act

was

effective

to occur quickly,

at a

requiring

action on the part of the Commission.
For all of the reasons previously stated, the procedure used
is one that is efficient, reflective of sound
by the Commission
regulatory methods, respansive to the substantive and procedural
rights of all parties, and consistent with the jurisdiction of the

expeditious

Commission.

Burden

of Proof

Several

utilities

hat the Commission bears
suggested
of the rates that have
the reasonableness
have

of proving
been adjusted to reflect the effects of the Tax Reform Act. Continental, for example, cites KRS 278.430. However, this statute
refers to appeals of Commission orders to circuit court. It obviously is not applicable to a proceeding before the Commission
the burden

itsel.f.

its

of December 11, 1986, the COmmiSSiOn On itS OWn
motion took the extraordinary
step of establishing these investigations in response to the historic Tax Reform Act of 1986. There
is no statute assigning a burden of proof in this type of special
case. KRS 278.250 is particularly noteworthy.
After giving the
parties a hearing and carefully reviewing the record, the Commission has determined the fair, just, and reasonable rates for each
respective utility as prescribed by KRS 278.03Q. We believe that
this procedure is consistent with our statutory responsibilities.
Retroactive Rates
Another issue that has been raised in these proceedings
is
In

Order

of a retroactive change in rates. We
that the reduction in each utility's tax rate and
will not be reflected in the utility's
adjustments
July 2, 1987. Those rates will be charged for service
and after July 2, 1987. Thus, the rates are entirely
and the issue of retroactivity
is moot.
the possibility

have decided

related
rates until

the

rendered

on

prospective,

Testimony

of

QRC

filed testimony in each of these cases. However, its
witness did not appear at the hearing and was not sub)ect to
cross-examination.
several of the parties moved to strike vac's
After considering the nature of the testimony
prefiled testimony.
filed by URc, the commission will treat it as comment rather than
The URc

evidence and weigh

it

DETERMINATION

accordingly.
OF THE IMPACT OF THE TAX REFORM ACT

Excess Deferred Taxes

tax rates results in an excess
since deferred taxes resulting
tax timing
and non-depreciation-related
from depreciation-related
differences were provided by ratepayers at a higher tax rate than
the rate at which they will be flowed back.
On January
1, 1979, the federal corporate income tax rate

reduction in the corporate
or surplus deferred tax reserve,
A

Utilities, in general, flowed
to 46 percent.
back deferred taxes at the new statutory tax rate, which resulted
in an excess provision for deferred taxes. The Commission recognized the existence of these excess deferred taxes and in subsequent rate proceedings required that the excess be returned to the
ratepayer over a 5-year amortization period.
The change in tax rates under the Tax Reform Act from 46
percent to 34 percent creates a substantial excess provision for
deferred taxes.
The Tax Reform Act requires that deferred taxes
related to depreciation
timing differences
be flowed back no
Under
faster than under the "average-rate assumption method."
this method the accumulated deferred taxes are credited to income

decreased

f rom

48

deferred taxes are reduced to zero over the
Moreover, the Tax Reform Act
life of the property.
remaining
that if a regu1atory commission requires a more rapid
provides
for deferred
taxes, book
reduction
of the excess provision
The Tax Reform Act
be used for tax purposes.
must
depreciation
have
specific provisions for the excess
does not, however,
Therefore,
deferred
taxes that are not related to depreciation.
taxes have been generally characterized as
the excess deferred

and

the

excess

and "unprotected" (not related
"protected" (depreciation-related)
to depreciation).
The treatment
requested for the unprotected excess deferred
taxes by the parties in these cases varies. The AG's witness,
Thomas

DeNard,

has

not

recommended

the

flow

back

over

an

accelerated time period in these cases. Mr. DeWard stated that it
to consider this issue in a general rate
would be more appropriate
This would allow companies to retain those benefits
proceeding.
to offset some of the negative impacts of the Tax Reform Act, such
as reduced cash flow. The Commission recognizes the existence of
the excess deferred taxes and is of the opinion that these taxes
in previous

years should be returned in an
manner.
the various options for returning
equitable
Howevers
these benefits could not be fully explored within the context of
the issue regarding
Therefore,
this
expedited proceeding.
amortization
of excess deferred taxes will be
accelerated

provided

considered

present,

by

ratepayers

in

future

general

limited proceeding.

rate

proceedings

and not in the

position

The primary
was

that

deferred

income

taken

taxes

by most

should

utilities

on

this issue

be amortized,

as timing

differences reverse, using the tax rates in effect at the time
or using the average rate assumption
method.
they originated
Therefore, adjustments
have been made to insure that deferred
taxes resulting from timing differences are being returned to
ratepayers as required under the Tax Reform Act.
Rate Base Adjustments

tax expense to reflect the reduction
involved in these proceedings have
in, the tax rate, most utilities
proposed that the effects on cash flow be recognized in determinzn

ing

the

advanced
Reform

to adjusting

addition

effect
as to
Act.

on
how

The

revenue

requirements.

cash flow requirements

first is that rate

base

Two

views

are increased

is increased

have

been

by the Tax

due

to the

Act's reduction in temporary timing differences between
This reduction in
the book and tax return income tax expense.
Since deferred taxes
timing differences reduces deferred taxes.
serve as a deduction from rate base, the effect is to increase
rate base. The second view is that the Tax Reform Act results in
e greater current tax liability and, consequently, additional cash
flow requirements.
This additional cash flow must be provided for
that increase the overall cost
in additional capital requirements
of service.
In its determination,
the Commission has not distinguished
allowed adjustbetween these two viewpoints,
and has generally
it
ments to reflect the level of additional cash flow reguirements
considers appropriate without regard to whether the result flows

Tax Reform

reduction in deferred taxes
requirements.
The effect on revenue
the same-

from

a

or

an

capital
is essentially

increase

requirements

in

objective of the Commission in giving recognition to
those aspects of the Tax Reform Act that affect capital requirements is to leave the company in the same earnings position as
before the rate change in this case. A number of utilities, in
determining
the revenue requirements
impact of the rate base
adjustments,
applied the rate of return granted in their last
finds this approach to be
The Commission
general rate case.
where it is greater
To apply the allowed return,
inappropriate.
than the test-year actual return, to the incremental
increase in
rate base would result in improving the earnings position for the
utility with respect to return on rate base achieved prior to the
The Commisimplementation
of the Tax Reform Act: rate adjustment.
sion, therefore, considers it more appropriate to use the testyear actual rate of return rather than the rate of return granted
in the last rate case. This will maintain the company's rate of
return at the test year level and will neither improve nor reduce
the company's earnings position.
A number
of adjustments were proposed by the various utilities as adjustments to rate base and cash flow. In evaluating
the appropriateness
of these adjustments, the Commission has confrom the
cluded that adjustments
which reflect changes resulting
application of the Tax Reform Act to test year operations are
that reflect the applicaacceptable.
However, those adjustments
tion of the Tax Reform Act to future operations are not. In other
The

will not allow adjustments for those aspects
of the Tax Reform Act which are dependent upon the addition of
plant to the system.
Such adjustments
are beyond the end of the
test year and relate to serving additional customers or growth in

words,

the Commission

of corresponding revenue and capitalization adjustments, the recognition of such post-test year adjustand
ments would create a mismatch between revenue, capitalization,
rate base.
The derivation
of such revenue and capitalization
the system.

In the absence

adjustments

are speculative

this

excluded

from the determination

adjustments

test

year

rate cases.

in

Commission

in nature

which

are affected

The

and not

generally

Commission

has,

of revenue requirements
by

the Tax Reform

allowed

by

therefore,
herein

Act on a

all

post-

basis.

Implementation

Date

Act, which reduces the top corporate tax rate
to 34 percent, produces an effective tax rate for 1987 of 40 percent. This is the blended or average rate based on the current
tax rate of 46 percent, which is in effect for the first 6 months
of 1987, and the 34 percent rate ~hich becomes effective July 1,
1987. The current rates of most utilities are based on the 46
percent tax rate which was in effect at the time the rates were
set by the Commission.
Therefore, since January 1, 1987, most
utilities have charged rates based on a tax rate of 46 percent
which is in excess of the 1987 b1ended rate of 40 percent.
Generally, in order to reflect the effects of the Tax Reform
Act during 1987 and beyond, the Commission has two basic options:
adjust rates retroactive to January 1, 1987, based on the 1987
The Tax Reform

tax rate of 40 percent and adjust rates January
based on the 34 percent tax rate, or make one adjustment
July 1, 1987, based on a 34 percent tax rate, to achieve
overall effect. By this second approach, most companies

blended

1, 1988,
effective
the same

will have

rates for the first half of 1987 based on a 46 percent tax
rate and for the second half of 1987 based on a 34 percent tax
rate. This vill result in rates (and tax collections) for 1987
that equate to a blended tax rate of 40 percent.
In response
to concerns of some utilities concerning the
July 1, 1987, rate change, the Commission cites Section 15 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 which prescribes the method of
That section
computing taxes in 1987 for calendar year taxpayers.
requires that "tentative taxes" for 1987 be computed by applying
both the 46 percent tax rate and the 34 percent tax rate to
taxable income for the entire calendar year; and the tax for the
calendar year shall then be the sum of each tentative tax in
proportion to the number of days in each 6-month period as compared to the number of days in the entire taxable year.
The Commission
is of the opinion that a one-time adjustment,
based on a 34 percent tax rate, effective July 2, 1987, will meet
the transitional
requirements
of calendar year 1987 and achieve
the Commission's goals for this proceeding as set out in its Order
of December ll, 1986.

charged

Revenue

Recruirements

rate reduction and the other Tax Reform Actrelated adjustments accepted herein, ALLTEL's annual tax expense
for rate-making purposes will decline by $ 190,941, which in turn
Based on the tax

-1 3-

will increase operating

income by the same amount.

reduction
in rates, it
conversion factor to determine

is necessary

tax

caused by the reduction

ments

proposed

ALLTEL

the 34 percent

based

on

means

of calculating

reflect the

to apply

the reduction

revenue

a

in revenue

require-

in tax expense.

a revenue

using

To

conversion

tax rate.

federal

factor of 1.63522

finds
this factor, which also reflects state income taxes and an allowance for uncollectible accounts, to be an accurate and reasonable
The

reduction

the change

in revenue

Increase to

REVENUE

REQUIREMENTS

requirements.

is calculated as follows:

Reduction in Taxes
Nultiply By:
Revenue Requirements
Reduction due to Tax Reduction

Haintain

Commission

in ALLTEL's revenue

requirements

LESS
Revenue

The

$ 190t 941

Xl ~ 63522

$ 312,231

(30, 106>

Earnings

REDUCTION

$ 282g125

Therefore, based on the tax rate reduction to 34 percent and
the other Tax Reform Act-related changes which the Commission has
accepted herein, ALLTEL's annual revenue requirements decline by
$ 282,125.

reduction
should flow the Tax Reform Act tax
savings to ALlTEL's ratepayera whf Ie having a neutral
impact on
its earnings.
Such a result is consistent with the Commission's
objectives as set out in its Order of December ll, 1986.
Contributions in Aid of Construction and Customer Advances
The Tax Reform Act requires
that any contributions received
in aid of construction, or any other contribution by a customer or

potential

The

customer,

to provide,

or

-14-

encourage

the

provision

of

services to or for the benefit of the transferor be included as
taxable income. 5 On December 12, 1986, Kentucky-American
Water
Company ("Kentucky-American" ) submitted
a letter to the Commission
wherein
it proposed the following options for treatment of
contributions and customer advances for construction:
a. "No Refund" Option: Under this alternative the
contributor would not be entitled to any potential
refunds.
contributed
The total amount
would be
recorded as ordinary income for tax purposes and
the associated tax would be recorded as a payable.
Kentucky-American

would

supply

the capital

sary for completion of the construction
tion cost — net contributions)-

b.

neC86-

(construc-

this alternative the contributor would be entitled to the potential refund.
The contribution
would
be increased
to include
federal income taxes and the total amount received
would be recorded as ordinary
income for tax purposes. The contributor would then be entitled to
the potential
refund of the entire contribution
within the statutory time limit of 10 years.
"Refund"

Option:

Under

turther, Kentucky-American proposed that for contributions in aid
of construction the no refund option be used for rate-making
purposes.

Explanation
House,

of Tax

Reform hct of
page 486.

Inc., par. 1,570,

1986.

Commerce

Clearing

careful

of the information presented by
Kentucky-american,
the commission
is of the opinion that the
refund option as proposed by Kentucky-American
appears to be the
most equitable method of passing on the taxes related to contributions to both the utility and its general body of ratepayers, in
that it will require the customers receiving the service to pay
for the total cost of providing that service with the potential
After

consideration

for future refunding.
P'urther, the utility and its general body
of ratepayers would be only obligated to contribute capital in the
future as customers are added to the system and the benefits from
those additions
are received.
Therefore, the Commission has
chosen the refund option for use by Kentucky-American
and for
general applicability to all utilities.
recognizes that this policy is being established based solely on the evidence presented by Kentucky-American
and is of the opinion
that this matter should be investigated
further in a separate proceeding.
Therefore, the policy is being
basis subject to the outcome of a
implemented
on a temporary
formal investigation
wherein all parties will be given the opportunity to submit evidence on this issue.
The

Commission

The

treatment

in no revenue

of contributions

requirement

impact

ceedings and, thus, no adjustment

established
on

the

herein will result

utilities

in these

pro-

has been recognized.

Rate Design
The

telephone

utilities

were

rate design which would spread
to the local service rates.

asked

the change
All

file

to

proposals

in revenue

of the

telephone

for a

requirement

utilities

majority of the companies spread the revenue change
on an equitable
basis based on a ratio of revenue source to
complied.
revenue

The

change.

Inc., ("Leslie County" ) and
Cincinnati Bell Telephone Company ("Cincinnati Bell"} proposed
flat rate to be applied per access line. Within the course of
Leslie County's hearing staff suggested that the methodology used
Leslie

by comparable

agreed

companies

indicated

and

to

methodology

Telephone,

County

its

might
no

revenue

be more

objection

equitable.
to staff

Leslie

County

applying

that

adjustment.

Bell has proposed a tariffed tax credit of 35
cents per month applicable to all exchange access lines and allows
an offset for the depreciation
reserve deficiency.
This proposal
is contingent upon approval of the identical Ohio tariff.
south central Bell's first proposal to offset any decrease in
revenue
as indicated by this tax case eliminated
requirement
certain
non-recurring
and
recurring
charges
for
Trouble
Cincinnati

service, and reduced wATs revenues.
second
A
proposal consisted of reductions in rates for NTS, WATS and ULAS.
South Central Bell subsequently,
upon request by staff, submitted
a proposal
the change in revenue over local service
spreading
categor ies only.
Determination

The Commission

finds

that all telephone

utilities

should

be

treated
any

in a consistent manner and should be required to spread
in revenue
change
requirement
over
all local service

categories.
companies

This
involved

is the

method

majority of
The single exception to

proposed

in these proceedings.

by

the

this shall

Bell.

to the ongoing

issue of rate
the Commission finds that Cincinnati
Bell should be
uniformity
allowed to make a like ad)ustment
for Fentucky ratepayers as is
Commission
for the Ohio
allowed by the Ohio Public Utilities
be Cincinnati

Due

ratepayers.
Statutory Notice
a notice

that

shorter
passed

of less than

period

notice period
by

Congress

as provided

determined,

has

Commission

The

was

October

in

1986, with

KRS

278.180,

is reasonable.

30 days

because

required

in

The

the Tax Reform Act was

effective date of

an

relatively

for the
Commission
to conduct investigatory proceedings and issue orders
rates effective July 2, 1987, to reflect the 40 perimplementing
cent tax rate in utility rates for l987 under the procedure established herein.

1, 1987,

January

provided

which

a

short

time

SUMMARY

after consideration

The Commission,

and being

1.
to

advised,

is of

in an equitable

payers

2.

finds that:

and

cost savings
said cost savings should be flowed through to rate-

The Tax Reform

ALLTEL and

the opinion

of the evidence of record

The unique

Act

results in

a

substantial

manner.

characteristics

and

primary

considerations

of

this proceeding that require narrowing its scope are:
(1) the
cost change generated by the Tax Reform Act was clearly beyond the
control of the utility~ (2) the cost change generated by the Tax
all ma)or privately owned uti1ities in a
Reform Act affected
similar manners (3) the cost change generated by the Tax Reform

Act had a major

cost of service of utilities;

on the

impact

and,

{4) the cost change generated by the Tax Reform Act became effective at a specified date which required expeditious action on the
part of the Commission.

3.

The

equitable

procedure
the
determining

implementation

method

for

detailed

herein

adjustment

in

is

an

revenues

to reflect the 40 percent Federal Income Tax Rate in the
rates of utilities for the calendar year 1987.
4. The existing rates of ALLTEL are unreasonable inasmuch
as they reflect a federal income tax provision that is no longer
required

in

effect.

to rates prescribed herein has no affect
on the earnings
of ALLTEL after recognition of the cost savings
resulting from the Tax Reform Act, and consequently said rate

5.

The adjustment

is fair, just,

adjustment
IT IS

1.

and

reasonable.

that:
to strike the

THEREFORE ORDERED

The

motion

testimony

of

Mr.

Kinloch

is

denied.

2.

3.
service

4.
A

shall

5.
the

specifically addressed are denied.
in Appendix
The rates
are the approved rates for
A
rendered on and after July 2, 19B7.
Revised tariffs reflecting the rates set out in Appendix
be filed within 30 days from the date of this Order.
Revised tariffs reflecting the Commission's
policy on
All other motions

treatment

construction

not

of taxes associated
shall be filed within

Order.

-19-

with

contributions

30 day8

from

in aid of

the date of this

Done

at Frankfort,

Kentucky,

this 11th

day

of June, 1987.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

L

ATTEST:

Executive Director

APPENDIX

A

APPENDIX TO AN ORDER Op THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERUICE
CONNISSION IN CASE NO- 9796 DATED tune 11, 1987.

following

The

charges

and

in the area served

customers

rates

rates

by

are

prescribed

Inc.

Alltel Kentucky,

for

the

All other

charges not specifically menticned herein shall remain
the same as those in effect under authority of this Commission
prior to the effective date of this Order.
and

LOCAL

EXCHANGE

RATES

Rates

Monthly

Shepherdsville,

Nt. Washington

Within

l.

Business
~

Exchanges

the Base Rate Area

A.

a

Commercial

{1) Rotary

P(A)BX Trunks

{2) Non-Rotary
Hotel/Notel P(A) BX
(1) Rotary
Ce

d.

Rates

(2) Non-Rotary
1-Party Business Line

Multiline System
(1) Rotary
(2) Non-Rotary
1-Party Business Line
Non-Multiline

System

$ 28- 70

28-70

28. 70
28-70

17. 15
14. 35
13-80

2. Residence

a. 1-Party
b. 2-Party

c.

4-party

7 ~ 90
6 70
6 ~ 70

B. Rural

— Outside

Exchange

the Base Rate Area but within

Area

Monthly

l.

the

Rate

Business

a.

4-Party

$ 9- 45

2. Residence

a.
Zoneton

6. 15

4-par ty

Exchange

Rates

Monthly
A.

l.

Rates

the Base Rate Area
Business

Within

a.
b.

c.

Commercial

(1) Rotary

(2) Non-Rotary

Hotel/Motel
{1) Rotary

p(A)BX

(2) Non-Rotaxy
1-Party Business Line

Nuit

i line

(1) Rotary

d.

P{A)BX Trunks

857.45
57 45

57 45

57.45

System

'5
28 '5

34

(2) Non-Rotary
1-Party Business Line

Non-Multiline

28.65

System

2. Residence

a.
b.

1-Party
2-Party

B. Rural

— Outside

Exchange

Area

11.20
9. 55
the Base Rate Area but within
Monthly

Rate

2. Residence
a

~

2-Par ty

S

9-55

the

SERVICE CHARGES

1.

Service Ordering
Order
Subsequent Order

Line Connection

3.

Premise

Business

$ 14«45

$ 14-45

10

4- 10

10. 80

10.80

'5

4-35

Charge

Initial
2.

Residence

ll. 85

Charge

each

Uisit Charge

4. Station Connection

and

Charge Each Telephone
Equipment

4~

11.85

Handling

or Terminal
4

